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ABSTRACT 

Insulin is crucial to human life. Without it, one would not be able to survive. When insulin is not 

produced, diabetes occurs. This is caused by a decrease in beta cell production, cells that 

specifically aid in the creation of insulin. Diabetes is prevalent in the United States and there is 

an increased need for insulin to be manufactured and affordable at lower prices for all 

individuals. An oligopoly of insulin manufacturers account for the majority of the world’s insulin 

production. Eli Lilly, Novo Nordisk and Sanofi establish a strong competitive biopharmaceutical 

market for the production of insulin. Due to strong competition, insulin prices continue to rise 

with no relief in sight. While insulin is created in the same manner, packaged in the same vial 

and distributed by pharmacies, the price mark-up continues to skyrocket. Consequently, there is a 

strong locational impact regarding the purchase price of insulin among other pharmaceuticals for 

people with diabetes oftentimes resulting in individuals traveling to countries contingent to the 

United States in order to receive cheaper alternatives. It is noted that insulin prices in Canada and 

Mexico is cheaper and can be purchased without prescription. The insulin industry is heavily 

affected by these prices and continues to increase despite the growing need for reduced prices.  

 

Keywords: insulin, diabetes, inflation, healthcare, biopharmaceutical 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

INTRODUCTION 

The price of insulin varies based upon location. It is indicated strongly that location plays 

a large role in the price of required pharmaceuticals. Specifically, insulin prices in Canada and 

Mexico, the contiguous countries to the United States, see an influx of travelers in response to 

high pharmaceutical prices. Location and monetary impact on required pharmaceuticals has 

become a well-known issue in the United States with affects in Canada and Mexico.  

 

What is Insulin? 

Insulin is a hormone that regulates glucose throughout the blood stream. It is excreted 

through the pancreas and serves as a vital hormone to the body’s endocrine system. Insulin is 

produced by islet cells that are attached to the pancreas. These islet cells are comprised of 

additional cells called beta cells, that produce the insulin. When the body sees these cells as 

intruders, often caused by an environmental trigger or genetic disposition, the pancreas stops 

producing insulin. When this happens, the patient usually gets sick and can develop 

complications if not treated properly.  

In type one diabetes, when the pancreas become unable to deliver insulin, it must be 

supplemented. This can be done through multiple daily injections (MDI) or through an insulin 

pump. An insulin pump is a small handheld device that is used to give insulin through a canula 

under the skin. It is used to mimic the pancreas but must be manually operated. Insulin for a 

person with type one diabetes is imperative for their survival. However, people with type two 

also use insulin in addition to oral medications, diet and exercise.  
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Types of Insulin 

There are three major types of insulin. Short-acting, intermediate and long-acting. The 

difference in each type involves peak time and reaction time, the time it takes for the insulin to 

begin working and the time it reaches its maximum ability to perform in the bloodstream. Short-

acting insulin is often used throughout the day to correct high blood sugars or to cover 

carbohydrates eaten during meals. Long-acting is used as a basal insulin, given every 12 to 24 

hours. This type has a longer peak time and stays in the bloodstream longer to regulate blood 

sugar. Intermediate acting is slightly different but can be used in both type one and type two 

patients in addition to oral medications. Whichever insulin is used, must be used under the 

direction of a physician and monitored by both patient and physician to achieve the best results.  

 

Oligopoly of Insulin Manufacturers 

Eli Lilly, Novo Nordisk and Sanofi form an oligopolistic environment in the 

pharmaceutical industry. These three companies control and manufacturer over 90% of the 

world’s insulin (Behr, 2019). While each vial is labeled differently, the product itself is 

manufactured the same. The insulin goes through a refining process and packaged in vials 

shipped to pharmacies in over 100 different locations. However, pricing within the United States 

continue to rise despite current economic conditions. There is an exponential need for insulin and 

these numbers continue to rise due to affordability concerns and an increase in diagnoses among 

the population.   

 

Demand for Insulin 
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There is a high demand for insulin as over 34.2 million Americans have diabetes. This is 

approximately 10.5% of the American population. More specifically, nearly 1.6 million 

Americans have type one diabetes, the autoimmune disease that requires insulin 24/7. In 2017, 

diabetes was the seventh leading cause of death, and this rate continues to increase due to the 

impact of high insulin prices (Statistics About Diabetes, 2018). 

 

Pricing in the United States 

Insulin prices in the United States have risen tremendously over the past decade. These 

prices have risen so much that many patients have had to turn to extreme and potentially life-

threatening decisions regarding their diabetes care. Approximately 25% of people with diabetes 

rationed their insulin at least once in 2018 (Silverman, 2019). With prices on the rise, many 

people turn to cheaper alternatives and obtain insulin from other countries. It is increasingly 

common for individuals to travel to Canada or Mexico for cheaper insulin options as these are 

bioequivalent in most cases to the insulins in the United States.  

 

Pricing in Canada 

Insulin in Canada is cheaper than in the United States. This is the major reason as to why 

many people head north in caravans to receive their life-saving medication (Shakeri, 2019). In 

2016, Presidential Nominee Bernie Sanders joined a group of people who traveled to Canada in 

order to receive their insulin. He realized first-hand how detrimental the prices were in the 

United States and proposed a “Medicare for All” Plan. While this did not pull through, his 

impact left policymakers with the initiative to further evaluate and eventually address the high 

cost of the required medication.  
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Pricing in Mexico 

Similar to Canada, thousands of people each year travel south to Mexico in order to 

receive insulin at a cheaper price. In Mexico, a prescription could cost a patient $600 but be 

charged $3,700 in the United States. One patient in particular saw this was an issue and created 

the “Right to Shop”. This would eventually turn into a bill that would allow individuals the right 

to shop for cheaper alternatives to their previously expensive medications. This bill would 

change the way individuals seek healthcare, especially from other countries. In addition, this 

program would expand and would create the Pharmacy Tourism Program specifically in the 

Western part of the United States. This program would allow the individual and a companion to 

fly to San Diego, California and drive south to Tijuana, Mexico to receive insulin that would be 

40-60% cheaper than one would pay in their home country. This program as with many, has also 

seen a recent change due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the most recent presidential election. 

However, spirits are high, and the outlook for cheaper insulin alternatives lie within the country’s 

current remediation and future initiatives through the policymakers of the United States.  

 

Current Remediation 

Currently there are many programs that the pharmaceutical companies offer in regards, to 

lower drug prices and more affordable medication options. Eli Lilly’s Lilly Insulin Value 

Program, Novo Nordisk’s accessibility plan and Sanofi’s Valyou affordability plan has offered 

beneficial assistance to individuals below the poverty line to access the required medication 

needed to survive. The Lilly Insulin Value Program offers insulin at $35 per month covering 

majority of the cost, if not all of the cost of insulin. Novo Nordisk’s plan allows patients to 
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purchase up to three vials or two packs of insulin pens for $99. The company also allows for a 

one-time emergency supply of insulin for free to the patients in dire need of their medication. In 

addition, Sanofi’s program provides insulin for $99 per month that could include two packs of 

insulin pens, or up to three vials of insulin. However, with each program there is a major 

drawback. Patients under Medicare, Medicaid or under federal or state programs often do not 

qualify to enroll into the affordability programs. The patient must be a United States citizen and 

at or below 400% poverty level. In 2018, the percentage of people living in poverty with a 

disability was 25.7%. Thus, why these programs are  important in helping individuals receive 

their required pharmaceuticals (Population of Poverty, 2020).  

 

Conclusion 

Although there are many medical assistance programs, the price of insulin remains high 

for majority of the individuals living with diabetes in the United States. The price of insulin 

along with additional medical supplies required for survival prevents many from living a life 

they once imagined. There is a hinderance and causes increasing detrimental effects by 

increasing insulin prices in the United States leading many Americans to be forced into extreme 

and life-threatening measures in order to survive. 

 

 



INTRODUCTION 

The United States has experienced inflation in the price of insulin over the past decade. 

This causes financial hardships and initiates the misuse or underuse of the required medication. 

While the minimum wage remains constant, insulin prices continue to skyrocket. Additionally, it 

is important to observe the location and the monetary impact on required pharmaceuticals, 

specifically insulin, within the United States, Canada and Mexico. Price points and inflation rates 

are compared exclusively to the contingent countries to the United States. These differences can 

heavily impact where the consumer purchases the medication whether this be through traveling 

to the country or having the medication shipped to their homes. There are many legal 

implications that reside within the decisions to purchase the vital medication outside of the home 

country. It is imperative to have easy access to insulin at affordable prices in all locations.  

Biopharmaceutical companies such as Eli Lilly, Novo Nordisk, and Sanofi form an 

oligopoly in the pharmaceutical industry that manufactures insulin. This raises the question of 

the differences in the make-up of each insulin and inflation rate at which the insulin is sold at. It 

is also important to note the differences in these inflation rates based upon geographical location. 

Although insulin is made the same way and packaged in the same vial, the price markups are 

different based upon location.  

 

HISTORY OF INSULIN 

Frederick Banting was credited with creating insulin with the help of his assistant Charles 

Best. However, prior to this invention, two German researchers found through a dog that without 

the pancreas or production of insulin major complications would occur. Oskar Minkowski and 

Joseph von Mering also discovered that it is within the pancreas that these cells excrete insulin. 
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Islet cells around the pancreas cluster together but when the chemicals are not aligned properly 

or if the cell is missing a chemical, insulin production is shut down resulting in one of two forms 

of diabetes. 

In 1921 Frederick Banting and Charles Best officially developed insulin from research 

performed on a dog. In addition, James Collip and John Macleod redefined their innovation from 

cattle and pigs. In both innovations, the combination of insulin paved the way to a patented 

medication that would eventually save the lives of thousands. By January of 1922, the first 

patient was injected with insulin and ever since then, insulin injections have remained as a vital 

treatment to all people with diabetes (The History, 2019).  

 

The Patent 

On October 9, 1923 merely two short years after insulin was discovered, the patent was 

sold for $1 United States Dollar (USD). Frederick Banting, Charles Best and James Collip were 

granted the patent for “Extract Obtainable from the Mammalian Pancreas or from the Related 

Glands in Fishes, Useful in the Treatment of Diabetes Mellitus and a Method of Preparing It” 

(Patent Behind Insulin, 2019). Insulin, they would call it, would be patented with the U.S. Patent 

number 1,469,994. This patent was sold at $1 USD with the idea that the low price would allow 

the insulin to remain at low cost for all individuals. However, nearly a century later, insulin 

prices have increased over 1,000 percent (Patent Behind Insulin, 2019). 

 

WHAT IS INSULIN? 

Insulin is a hormone that is secreted from the pancreas in order to mediate the sugar that 

is dispersed throughout the bloodstream (Different Types of Insulin, 2019). It is produced by 
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beta cells within the endocrine system. As you can see in Figure A. beta cells are cells that 

produce and secrete insulin (Beta Cells Are Unique, 2020). When these beta cells functionally 

diminish, the result develops into a metabolic disorder called diabetes. In type one diabetes 

(T1D), the immune system sees beta cells as an intruder. The beta cells are targeted and then 

destroyed by the immune system (Beta Cells Are Unique, 2020). However, in type two diabetes 

(T2D), the body become resistant to the beta cells resulting in less insulin production. In both 

types, insulin productivity serves as a vital portion of the human immune system (What is 

Diabetes, 2016).  

When insulin is not produced by the pancreas, it must be supplemented. Thus, patients 

are required to inject the insulin into their bodies. This can be administered by daily injections or 

through an insulin pump. An insulin pump is a device that pumps insulin into the body through a 

small cannula. This cannula is inserted into the body and left for 2-3 days. The site must be 

changed to decrease chances of infection. Daily injections are another alternative but must be 

given 5-10 times per day. By the administration of insulin, it is able to target the excess sugars 

and brings the blood sugar down within a healthy range. The range for a person without diabetes 

is 70-100 milligrams per deciliter (mg/dL) but for a person with diabetes, the range is between 

80-180 mg/dL (Manage Blood Sugar).  Without insulin, many complications can occur. These 

include but are not limited to: kidney disease, organ failure, dehydration, ketoacidosis, coma or 

death (Hyperglycemia, n.d). Ketoacidosis is a serious medical condition that can happen when 

insulin becomes limited in the body. This causes fat, rather than glucose to be broken down into 

energy. Ketones are produced and excreted through the urinary tract. When they become too 

large, ketoacidosis occurs and can become fatal very quickly. Hospital treatment is necessary in 

all ketoacidosis patients (Manage Blood Sugar, 2020).  Thus, the importance of insulin becomes 
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even more imperative for people living with diabetes. A note from Business Insider stated “for 

the 1.25 million Americans living with type 1 diabetes, as well as some with type 2 diabetes, 

insulin is as crucial to living as air. Many people with diabetes in the US are forced to take 

extreme measures to stay alive while they wait for lower prices” (Gillett, 2019). This, 

exemplifies the necessity of insulin and its relevance to the human body  

 

Types of Insulin 

There are three types of insulin that serve different functions. Specifically, these are 

background, mealtime and premixed insulin. Background insulin, also called basal insulin, is 

used as long-acting or intermediate-acting and controls the blood sugar throughout the day. It can 

be taken 1-2 times a day usually in the morning and/or at night. Depending on how many times it 

is taken can result in how long it will be active within the blood stream. Typically, a basal insulin 

is used every 12-24 hours. Mealtime, or bolus insulin is used explicitly for meals and/or to 

correct high blood sugar levels. This is often given 5-10 times per day (Different Types of 

Insulin, 2019). Mealtime insulin can either be rapid-acting or short acting, each with their 

varying peak times. Premixed insulin is a unique combination of both background and mealtime 

insulin (Different Types of Insulin, 2019). This type of insulin is typically used in type two 

patients who also take oral medications. The combination of the two have been proven to be 

successful in many patients (Eisenberg Center, 2009). Figure B. lists examples of background, 

mealtime, and premixed insulin. Although insulin has varied peak and reaction times, the insulin 

manufacturing process is very much the same.  
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How Insulin is Made 

Insulin has been manufactured in mass quantities since 1978 when scientists discovered 

that it could be produced through bacteria rather than extracted from animals. The insulin gene is 

broken down into two pieces and placed into bacteria in order to grow. Once clusters are formed, 

these two pieces are connected together by a chemical treatment and purified again in large 

machinery. After the insulin is purified, it can now be bottled up and shipped all over the world.  

Figures C-F show the insulin gene broken into the two pieces and redesigned to create the 

insulin chemical makeup. In figure C, it is clear to see that there is one strand made up of three 

chains. There is an A chain, B chain and proinsulin chain that connects them together. Figure D. 

shows, PC1, PC2 and CPE acting as catalysts that split the chain into what is known as insulin 

(May, 2017). Figure E shows that these chains are folded, and the middle section is cut out. In 

Figure F., C-peptide is released once three enzymes separate each piece. This is the typical 

manufacturing process of insulin. However, the specific types of insulin are modified in the 

growth process. These chemicals are altered in a way that allows the insulin to have varied peak 

times. This expands the insulin market and provides for heavy competition within the oligopoly.  

The cost of insulin serves to differentiate each type along with the product name, type of 

insulin it is and the demand for which it is needed. Each market for insulin specifically the 

United States, Canada and Mexico receive insulin vials that are of identical makeup. While 

manufacturers produce insulin the same way, price continues to skyrocket.   

 

INSULIN MANUFACTURERS IN THE UNITED STATES 

Eli Lilly, Novo Nordisk and Sanofi are the only insulin manufacturers that serve within 

the United States (Cefalu et al., 2018). Additionally, these companies control over 90% of the 
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world’s insulin market contributing to a highly competitive industry (Behr, 2019). These 

biopharmaceutical companies are challenged with creating a medication that is required at all 

times, for the rest of a person’s life. There are no substitutes to insulin as it serves high 

importance for the human body. The importance of insulin also serves one in many areas. 

Physically, the body’s blood sugar levels are stabilized while mentally and emotionally, the mind 

is clear. In the case insulin is not used, side effects and further complications can occur.  While 

insulin produced by the pancreas can be replaceable, it fails to add up to what the body produces. 

This is why the big three companies are competing against one another so competitively. There 

is an exponential need for insulin and while the minimum wage laws remain the same, these 

insulin prices, especially within the United States see a continual increase.  

 

Eli Lilly 

Biopharmaceutical company, Eli Lilly has worked endlessly for more than 140 years to 

develop a broad portfolio of medications. The company produces medications for diabetes and 

other endocrine diseases, cancers, immunology, neurodegeneration and pain (Current Medicines, 

2020). The face of Eli Lilly, Lilly Diabetes, specifically focuses on creating a life full of healthy 

individuals by producing insulin(s), oral medications and introducing support programs 

throughout the United States (Lilly Diabetes, 2020). Currently, Lilly provides insulins such as 

Humalog, Glucagon, and Humulin. Oral medications include Synjardy and Trulicity (Lilly 

Diabetes, 2020). Each of these should be taken as directed by a medical professional and used in 

moderation. Figure G. displays the current prices of Eli Lilly’s insulin and other diabetes 

medications in the United States. It is clear to see the cost of these products is high. It is also 

important to recognize these numbers in comparison to their competitors.  
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Additionally, Figure H. shows Eli Lilly’s prices in Canada, a substantial decrease in comparison 

to the United States. Figure I. includes Mexico’s prices and percentages respective to the United 

States. In all three figures, Eli Lilly’s insulin prices are compared without including insurance. 

This is primarily an estimate for individuals without insurance would pay. Insurance coverages 

will impact these prices as the coverage varies according to individual healthcare plans (Health 

Insurance, 2020).  

Novo Nordisk 

Novo Nordisk has a passion for helping people (Novo Nordisk, 2020). The company 

states “at Novo Nordisk, we are driving change to defeat diabetes and other serious chronic 

conditions” (Novo Nordisk, 2020). Serving the United States for over 95 years, Novo Nordisk 

aspires to promote innovation and leadership throughout diabetes care. Additionally, the 

company serves to provide medical services to rare bleeding disorders, growth, and hormone 

related disorders. The company is headquartered in Denmark and currently serves more than 170 

countries (Novo Nordisk).  

Novo Nordisk manufactures both long-acting and short-acting insulin (Diabetes, 2020). A 

few of these include Novolog, Levemir and Tresiba. Similarly, they each have a specific 

competitor. Figure J. displays the insulin and oral medication that Novo Nordisk manufactures 

and the prices at which it sells within the United States. As observed, these prices are tightly 

aligned with Eli Lilly and Sanofi. Figure K. includes the same insulins but lists the prices that the 

product is sold in Canada for. Figure L. covers what the cost of insulin is in Mexico that is also 

sold by Novo Nordisk.  
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According to Business Insider, the prices of Novolog and Humalog have increased in 

lockstep (Gillett & Gal, 2019). Similar price hikes have also been seen in the company’s product 

Levemir. In 2009, the listing price on Novo Nordisk’s Novolog was approximately $93. By 

2019, the medication costs $290 and continues to increase despite rations, public pressures and 

price gouging tactics (Gillett & Gal, 2019). In only a decade, this required medication has 

roughly tripled and has indicated that there is an emergent need for prices to be lowered.  

 

Sanofi 

Sanofi is a global biopharmaceutical company located in 100 countries. Currently, there 

are 91 projects in clinical trials and €6,202 million invested into research and development 

(R&D) (Sanofi, 2020). This equivalates to approximately $7,107.41 million (USD). Sanofi is 

devoted to standing beside individuals with healthcare challenges, providing resources, 

medications and support during ones’ health journey (Sanofi, 2020). Sanofi manufactures 

insulins including Ademlog, Lantus and Apidra. In addition to these, the company also produces 

IV medications for infections, oral medications for multiple sclerosis (MS) and other 

autoimmune diseases. Figure M. references the cost of these products in the United States.  

In addition to the data concerning Sanofi’s prices in the United States, Figures N. and, O. 

also include the company’s pricing but what one would be charged without insurance in Canada 

and Mexico. It is noted that these prices are considerably lower in both countries in comparison 

to the United States. Equally, one should make note that there are not as many insulins produced 

by Sanofi when it is compared to competitors Eli Lilly and Novo Nordisk. However, the price 

comparisons are very important for further research and development of these price differentials, 

the number of products the company produces and location where they are sold.  
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PRICING WITHIN THE UNITED STATES 

In a survey conducted in 2018, 1,478 participants over 90 countries were asked a series of 

questions. Of the participants surveyed, 631 of those reside in the United States. Figure P. further 

conveys these results. However, it is important to mention that of the 627 respondents, 162 of 

those reported rationing insulin sometime within the previous year, 2017 (Cost and Rationing 

Insulin, 2018). This is almost 26% of the U.S. sample size. Consequently, 253 out of the 1408 

that responded worldwide, 18% of those reported that they rationed insulin within the previous 

year. The United States statistical evidence shows that there is not only a worldwide issue with 

increasing insulin prices but that there is a significant issue to tackle within the United States. 

This evidence indicates that approximately 8% more individuals in the United States ration 

insulin in comparison to the rest of the world. However, through this small set of data 

comparative to population size, additional research is needed to convey the rationality behind 

why the insulin was rationed, how it was rationed and the prices that directly impact this sample 

size (Cost and Rationing Insulin, 2018). In addition to this data, it should also be mentioned what 

each insulin or oral medication is sold for. This impacts decision-making in terms of rationing, 

the misuse or underuse of insulin.  

 

Why Insulin is so Expensive 

Insulin in the United States is more expensive than in Canada or Mexico. This is due to 

pharmaceutical regulations in each country. For instance, in Canada, the country has price 

controls ensuring that the price of the medication is “not excessive” and remains “comparable 

with prices in other countries” (Shakeri, 2019). In Mexico, the price of insulin is also regulated 

and kept at low and affordable cost. However, in the United States, there are currently no 
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regulations of pharmaceuticals (Shakeri, 2019). This provides for higher prices, an influx of 

travelers to other countries and an increase in insulin importation into the United States. While in 

many cases, it is not the most convenient trip, it is a trip of necessity in order for survival.  

 

Supply Chain Relative to Price 

The supply chain of the insulin supply creates a boost in insulin prices, especially in the 

United States. Figure Q displays an overview of the supply chain of insulin from the drug 

manufacturer to wholesaler, into hospitals, pharmacies and into the patient’s hands. The first step 

is the insulin production, created by the drug manufacturer. The product is then sent to 

wholesalers or to government distributors where it is then sent into hospitals, physicians offices, 

retail pharmacies, and other sites. Then, patients are able to pick up their required medication. 

This process may appear simple however, there are additional steps in the process that cause the 

insulin prices to increase. The pharmacy benefit managers (PBM) come into the process to act as 

the middleman in negotiating the price for insulin. This price is passed in the form of rebates to 

insurance companies who exchange the rebates to insurers. The net price is equal to the list price 

minus rebates paid to PBMs, other fees and discounts. These prices are negotiated as percentages 

as many have incentives to keep prices high (Glied & Zhu, 2020).  

There are many implications to the insulin supply process as the supply chain affects all 

patients differently. The uninsured pay list prices while insured patients typically pay a small 

copayment. The structure of the pricing model for insulin is complex as there is a great number 

of intermediaries involved. Lowering the price of insulin would create a burden to the supply 

chain and could impact individuals who pay higher coinsurance rates, high deductibles and face 

limits on cost-sharing.  
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Statistical Data of Insulin Prices 

Figure R compares Eli Lilly, Novo Nordisk and Sanofi’s insulin prices in the United 

States, Canada and Mexico. It is important to note that this is a sample size and does not include 

all of the insulin and diabetes medications for each company.  In the United States, the mean 

price of insulin is $405.03 for Eli Lilly, $424.77 for Novo Nordisk and $438.99 for Sanofi. Here, 

it is clear to see that these prices for one 30-day supply of insulin is very expensive. These prices 

are calculated based upon what the company sells the insulin for to patients without insurance. 

With insurance, these prices will vary depending on the individual’s healthcare coverage. 

In Canada, Eli Lilly has a mean price of $146.10, Novo Nordisk’s mean is $187.33,  and 

Sanofi has a mean of $166.67. It was found that Eli Lilly has an average price difference of 

59.84%, Novo Nordisk is 59.26% and Sanofi has an average difference of 61.07%. It is 

important to recognize that these differences influence insulin buyers in the United States. 

Particularly, many individuals that live in the North tend to travel to Canada while many in the 

south travel to Mexico. However, there are indications that people with diabetes also have their 

medications shipped to them from online pharmacies to benefit from cheaper prices as well 

(Perry, 2019).  

In Mexico, Eli Lilly has a mean price of $99.68 per prescription of insulin, Novo 

Nordisk’s mean is $109.72, and Sanofi has a mean of $128.61. Importantly, the mean price for 

insulin in Mexico is substantially lower than in the United States. Compared to Canada, the 

prices in Mexico are also lower and gives reason to why thousands of people per year travel 

either north to Canada or south to Mexico to buy their required medication.  
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It is clear to see that insulin prices continually increase. Although there are cheaper alternatives, 

the method of obtaining them can be equally challenging. Travel to Canada or Mexico can be 

expensive as well as buying the insulin itself. Currently in the United States, according to the 

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics in 2017, approximately 80.4 million workers ages 16 and older 

were paid at hourly rates. 542,000 of these workers were paid the minimum was of $7.25 per 

hour. The expense of travel to obtain required pharmaceuticals simply adds a challenge to 

individuals who are already paying high prices (Characteristics of Minimum Wage Workers, 

2017). 

 

Minimum Wage Laws in Correspondence to Insulin Prices 

The federal minimum wage law in the United States covered for nonexempt employees is 

$7.25 per hour equaling approximately $15,080 per year (What are Annual Earnings, 2018). This 

has not changed in over 10 years according to the U.S. Department of Labor (Minimum Wage, 

2020). However, insulin prices continue to increase. Figure S. displays the minimum wage per 

state in the United States. It should be underlined that while the minimum wage in the United 

States stays the same, insulin prices still rise creating debt for many people. Due to the minimum 

wage remaining stagnant, further challenges arise for people with diabetes paying for their 

medical supplies. An example would be college students. Some may live on their own, pay for 

college on their own and work at a job that pays minimum wage. Others may still fall under their 

parent or guardians’ insurance plan, live in the same household or on a school campus working 

part-time. In either situation, the amount of money spent on insulin continues to rise and while it 

may affect financial situations differently, the high and rising costs are still devastating.  
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Over the span of four years, just short of the average time it takes a person to obtain a bachelor’s 

degree, a person with diabetes could be spending around $62,537.60 without insurance (NCES 

Fast Facts, 2020). Often, this is more than the cost of tuition at many universities. The price 

would heavily depend on how they administer the insulin, but it is important to note in this 

example that the insulin price alone accounts for 68.36% over this four-year time span. If the 

patient were to buy a 90-day-supply, four times within a year, they could look to spend around 

$10,687.96. However, this data is only approximated from Novo Nordisk’s Novolog U-100 vial 

of insulin but can be easily calculated with other brands to see similar results.   

The data provides approximate costs per year over the course of four years. As you can 

see in Figure T. the insulin costs much more than the supplies. This goes to show that the insulin 

prices are severely inflated and can produce detrimental effects. As with the college example, the 

approximate time it takes a student to go through college, would also be spending around 

$42,751.84 just on insulin. However, adding additional supplies such as syringes, blood sugar 

meter, test strips, insulin pump and continuous glucose monitor can increase the price even more. 

It is important to note that there are a variety of options to choose from in terms of an insulin 

pump, blood sugar meter, or continuous glucose monitor. Pricing for these vary slightly but all 

remain in high competition against the others.  

 

ELECTION YEAR  

As with any election year, healthcare is a major topic of discussion (Nania, 2020). 

Uncertainty, new healthcare plans and additional questions regarding the state of the economy 

concern many individuals. Equally, individuals with existing conditions express concerns and 
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fear of how the election will play out – whether the particular candidate will aid in the fight for 

lower pharmaceutical prices. In the 2016 campaign, Presidential Nominee Bernie Sanders took 

the initiative to fully understand what insulin-dependent people feel when paying the price for 

their required medications. His initiative sparked a new movement and expressed the concerns 

many people with diabetes have regarding insulin prices and the extent of traveling to contingent 

countries to obtain the medications. However, the position made by current President Donald 

Trump falls into a gray area. Individuals are unsure of the response he is leading but as with any 

election year, there are additional conflicts of interest to weigh out.  

 

Bernie Sanders 

In August 2019, Bernie Sanders joined a group of Americans affected by diabetes on a 

bus trip to Canada. This initiative was to evaluate and seek insight as to what individuals are 

facing with insulin prices and other necessary medical supplies. The trip began in Detroit, 

Michigan and ended in Windsor, Ontario, Canada. The American people displayed to Sanders 

the detrimental effects one can face if not receiving the right amount of insulin. Thus, Sanders 

was given the ability to see first-hand insulin price differences and why so many Americans were 

going to the extremes to receive such medication (Perry, 2019). 

On this trip, Bernie Sanders responded to his experience in a tweet. He stated:   

 this vial of insulin costs just $6 to manufacture. At this pharmacy in Windsor, Ontario, it 

can be purchased for $32. Twenty minutes away, in Detroit, the same exact vial costs 

$340. It is time for a government that works for the American people, not drug 

companies’ profits (Perry, 2020).  
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Once realizing the effects insulin prices have on individuals and their families, Sanders proposed 

that he would stay in the fight to lower the cost of prescription drugs (Grayer & Nobels, 2019). 

Since this trip, Sanders proposed that he would make a “Medicare for All” plan which 

would allow the Canadian single-payer government-backed healthcare system to be implemented 

into the United States (Krieg et al., 2019). This plan would allow for cheaper prices on required 

pharmaceuticals and alleviate many financial burdens for the American people. In response to 

this, Sanders said:  

It’s an embarrassment for those of us who are Americans, we love our Canadian 

neighbors and we thank them so much, but we should not have to come to Canada to get 

the medicine we need for our kids to stay alive, we can do that in America (Krieg et al., 

2019). 

Sanders reiterates that insulin prices in America are too high and there is a need for these 

prices to be lowered in order to provide adequate and more affordable healthcare to all 

individuals (Krieg et al., 2019). In opposition, President Donald Trump has taken an alternative 

stance but as of November 2020, he reaffirms his position regarding the healthcare system of the 

United States.  

Donald Trump 

In July 2020, President Donald Trump signed four executive orders with the design to 

reduce drug prices in order to highlight his position and commitment for the upcoming election 

(O’Donnell, 2020). Consecutively, this order was signed to instruct the U.S. Department of 

Health and Human Services (HHS) to allow individuals to seek lower drug prices outside of the 

United States legally. This will now allow patients to import insulin and other medications from 

Canada (O’Donnell, 2020). An article from Reuters reported that insulin prices average around 
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$320 per vial in the United States while in Canada a vial of the same medication is only $30 

(O’Donnell, 2020). 

In addition to Trump’s presidential campaign, the first presidential debate on September 

29th sparked a pivotal movement and conversations within the diabetic community. Election year 

2020 has been difficult as patients remain tense, unsure of the outcome and how their insulin 

prices will further be affected (Florko, 2020). On the night of the debate, Donald Trump 

discussed his healthcare initiative he would implement if reelected. During this conversation, 

moderator Chris Wallace proposed the question:  

In the course of these four years you have never come up with a comprehensive plan to 

replace Obamacare, and just this last Thursday (9/24/20) you signed a largely symbolic 

executive order to protect people with pre-existing conditions. So, what is the Trump 

Healthcare Plan (Llamas et al.,, 2020)?  

Trump responds by stating: “There is nothing symbolic. I’m cutting drug prices, going with 

favored nations, which no President has the courage to do because you’re going against big 

pharma.” Big pharma, as indicated in Trump’s response refers to the world’s pharmaceutical 

industry (Llamas et al., 2020). In addition, this specifically refers directly back to the 

biopharmaceutical industry and the initiative to cut prices. Trump knows that these prices have 

become a problem and from his previous statement, has a plan to cut these prices to make them 

more affordable to the American people. However, he responds next with a statement that 

brought angst and bitterness towards the people living with diabetes in the United States. He 

said: 

“I give you an example, insulin. It was destroying families, destroying people. I am 

getting it so cheap, it’s like water. You want to know the truth, so cheap.” 
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Trump iterates that these prices are becoming cheaper, like water is to the American people. 

However, prices still remain higher and continue to increase (Guarino, 2020).  

During the 2020 campaign, President Donald Trump has since stated that he aims to 

provide medical coverage for all pre-existing conditions, lower required-pharmaceutical prices 

and a healthcare plan that would end all severely inflated medical prescription prices within the 

next presidential term if he is elected. While many are still concerned, Trump has a promising 

plan to seek the justice of low pharmaceutical prices (President Donald Trump Rallies, 2020). 

Although these changes may be years away, lives are still on the line regarding insulin 

affordability and enabling insulin cheaper to all individuals.  

 

RESULT OF HIGH INSULIN PRICES 

The lack of insulin can cause severe complications eventually leading to death. Without 

insulin, one cannot function and sustain viability. Thus, the high insulin prices contribute to the 

death of thousands each year. Increasingly, statistics have shown the major impact on these high 

prices and the extreme reactions taken by individuals (Gillett & Gal, 2019). For example, 

patients will ration their insulin, purchase cheap or off-brand insulin, limit the use of or 

ultimately, seek other countries that sell insulin at cheaper prices.  

Rationing insulin is when the patient goes to extreme measures of taking insulin, in ways 

that are not prescribed by a medical professional (High Insulin Cost, 2020). Usually, this is done 

by taking less insulin than prescribed, using expired insulin or using alternative methods of 

insulin combinations. For example, Walmart insulin is a cheaper alternative but comes with 

rigorous management in order for the medication to work as intended. Strict schedules, frequent 

glucose checks and meal plans are necessary. Walmart insulin is currently sold as low as $25 
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without a prescription (Farley, 2019). While the price point is significantly lower than name-

brand insulins through companies such as Novo Nordisk, Eli Lilly or Sanofi, the components of 

the insulin itself also varies.  

As real-life example, Josh Wilkerson’s story sheds light on how detrimental insulin 

prices are, especially for those who are transitioning into adulthood. No longer under his parent’s 

insurance, 27-year-old Wilkerson was pressed with the financial burdens and faced with the 

unaffordability of insulin prices. His story went viral. When he officially aged out of his 

stepfather’s insurance, Wilkerson was faced to pay these prices, somehow, own his own. 

However, he was unable to afford such high prices and began to ration his insulin. Eventually, he 

was faced with going back and forth between prescriptive insulin and the cheaper over the 

counter (OTC) brands. The risk associated with doing this is very unpredictable and can be very 

costly as seen in Wilkerson’s story. After switching to this insulin alternative, Wilkerson was 

found unresponsive. Five days later, Wilkerson had died from the detrimental effects and direct 

impact of high insulin prices (Bote, 2019). 

Another example would be Meaghan Carter. She was a 47-year-old who had type one 

diabetes. When she died alone, her essential supplies were within arms-reach. It was found that 

she had two vials of insulin beside of her. One was an empty vial of her prescribed insulin and 

the other, a half empty vial of Walmart insulin. Her family later discovered that she could not 

afford any more insulin, so instead she rationed what she had. While her death may only be 

remembered by family, they continue to fight for justice. In addition to these two stories, there 

are thousands of others who also face similar situations if not intervened. Rationing insulin is not 

something to take lightly as it can have severe health implications and can be, in the end, more 

costly than insulin itself. Ultimately,  high insulin prices result in extreme measures of going 
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outside of the home country, into Canada and Mexico for cheaper insulin. The United States 

Government estimates that over 1 million Americans living in California cross to Mexico in 

order to receive cheaper healthcare alternatives (Bram Sable-Smith, 2019). 

 

INSULIN IN CANADA 

Insulin manufactured in Canada is similar to that in the United States. However, there is a 

name-brand difference as well as rigorous testing these medications go through. Many insulins 

continue to be labeled the same such as Humalog, Lantus and Humulin but Novolog in Canada is 

labeled as NovoRapid (Canadian Insulin, 2020). Additionally, oral medications are sold under 

the same name in both Canada and in the United States. The major differences, however, lie 

within pricing and the rationality behind why insulin prices are much cheaper in Canada than in 

the United States.  

As with rationing insulin, oftentimes, additional extremes are taken (Rauhala, 2019). One 

extreme in particular, going to Canada for insulin, is something to consider when discussing the 

importance of insulin prices. As mentioned previously, Bernie Sanders joined a group of people 

along their trip to Canada to purchase insulin. Insulin is roughly 10X cheaper in Canada, 

approximately $30 per vial. Oftentimes, patients will take their prescriptions from the United 

States, across the border for this benefit. For some, the trip only takes a few hours but for others, 

this trip could take a full day’s length or a long drive into the country for the benefit of cheaper 

insulin (Davie, 2020).  

 

Regulations of Insulin in Canada 
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Receiving insulin from Canada is generally much cheaper than those in the United States. 

According to a Huffington Post article “This is Why Insulin and Other Drugs are so Much 

Cheaper in Canada”, the author writes that: 

Technically it’s not yet legal federally for Americans to bring drugs from Canada back into 

their country, but as long as they’re not importing more than three months-worth, and the 

drugs aren’t controlled substances like narcotics, border officials and the FDA look the 

other way. Many states have already passed legislation to allow it (Shakeri, 2019). 

 The article discusses that these drugs are banned with the belief that they are not made the same, 

that they do not go through the stringent testing and observations as done in the U.S. (Shakeri, 

2019). An article from 2017 notes that the World Health Organization (WHO) estimated that 10 

percent of developing countries were either substandard or falsified (Bennett, 2020). In addition, 

the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) provides guidelines for exigent circumstances when 

buying medication from across the border. This is done at the patient’s own risk as the testing 

guidelines differ per country. One major concern to consider is the quality received from these 

countries but again, this is the risk associated with cheaper medical alternatives. 

Bringing the insulin or other medications back into the United States must also follow a 

few guidelines. A Fox News report states that the FDA clears individuals of bringing the 

medication back into the United States for personal use, less than a three-months supply and sees 

that the medication remains in the original packaging (Bennett, 2020). This is to ensure the 

safety of the imported medications and allows you to get back into the country with minimal 

issues (Bennett, 2019).  
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Insulin prices in Canada can be referred to Figures H, K and N. This shows the correlation 

between what one brand of insulin cost in the United States and Canada. As you can see, these 

prices are less than ones compared to the United States. This can be contributed to the Canadian 

healthcare system the country has implemented. The universal health care system in Canada 

speaks specifically to the taxpayers within the country. If individuals are a legal citizen of 

Canada or a permanent resident, the individual may apply for public health insurance. This 

insurance provides citizens very low-cost health-care services, many of which they do not have 

to pay out-of-pocket for. The system uses taxpayers’ money in order to supplement all 

individuals’ healthcare needs. While this system has proven to work well over the years, there 

are a few flaws including longer wait times for medical services and procedures and the lack of 

coverage for dental and physio services (Government of Canada, 2020). However, many of these 

services can be received at a price much lower than the United States.  

  

INSULIN IN MEXICO 

Figures I, L and O. displays the insulin prices in Mexico. Similar to Canada, thousands of 

Americans cross the Mexico border in order to receive cheaper insulin. Nearly one million 

people per year enter into Mexico from California to receive medications at a cheaper price 

(Bennett, 2020). For one patient, insulin in America costs $3,700 but only $600 in Mexico. Thus, 

sparking the initiative to create the “Right to Shop”, a bill that was chartered by Utah state 

representative Norm Thurston in 2018 (Bram Sable-Smith, 2019). The “Right to Shop” House 

Bill 19 in Utah provides the coverage so that individuals are protected when seeking low cost 

health care options. The Utah public employee insurance program creates savings and allows 

government employees to seek low-cost options (Health Insurance Right, 2018). In addition to 
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Utah, Figure U. displays the states that also address the low-cost options and chose to pass the 

“Right to Shop” bill.  

This bill has allowed thousands of Americans to seek healthcare from other countries. In 

particular, the Public Employee Health Plan (PEHP) in Utah took the idea of seeking cheaper 

alternatives to the next level (Bram Sable-Smith, 2019). The Pharmacy Tourism Program would 

now allow any PEHP member and a companion to fly to San Diego, drive to Tijuana, Mexico 

and receive a 90-day supply of whatever medication that they need. For many, insulin would be 

picked up as they would be saving thousands per year. In October 2019, PEHP director Travis 

Tolley states “the average cost of an eligible drug in the U.S. is of $4,500 per month and is 40-

60% less in Mexico” (Bram Sable-Smith).  

The Pharmacy Tourism program has expanded over the last few years. However, the 

effects of Covid-19 has caused a decrease in travel. A pharmacist in Tijuana, Mexico says that 

business is nearly non-existent right now during coronavirus restrictions (Bennett, 2020). In turn, 

many individuals are once again faced with making life-changing decisions regarding their 

insulin and diabetes care. Internally, there becomes a battle of choosing the right thing to do 

whether they pay for the insulin or skip the insulin so that the individual can pay rent, bills and 

other monetary obligations to survive. 

 

COVID-19 CONCERNS WITH TRAVEL TO RECEIVE INSULIN 

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic. A shift in the economy has put a damper on individuals 

affecting their jobs, personal finances and the ability to pay for the medication that is required for 

survival. However, as many traveled to Canada and Mexico for their insulin, the pandemic 

border shutdown has increased anxiety among Americans. For one U.S. citizen, Travis Paulson, 
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the concerns of insulin availability became reality. In May, Paulson was told that he could make 

the trip to Canada to receive his medical supplies only if he went to the pharmacy and came back 

to the United States in the same day (Davie, 2020). This is only one issue in regards, to insulin 

obtained from another country. However, there are future issues to also be concerned with. If the 

borders remain shut for long periods of time, the United States could see an increase in insulin 

rationing, death of people with diabetes and an overall decline in insulin sales due to the high 

cost.  

In addition to border shutdowns, there are other concerns to note as well. Traveling to 

Canada or Mexico by flight or public transit could increase the risk for contracting Covid-19, 

influenza or other airborne illnesses. This could make insulin retrieval in these countries even 

more difficult. Fighting off Covid-19 or the flu can be very difficult without other complications 

but with any form of diabetes, this increases the risk of additional and more severe 

complications. Thus, it is important to understand how insulin prices can limit one’s ability 

financially, medically and impacts decision-making in terms of insulin retrieval (Bennett, 2020). 

However, Eli Lilly, Novo Nordisk and Sanofi have begun to roll out insulin affordability 

programs in the United States in order to alleviate financial tensions in terms of buying insulin. 

Although it is not a remedy for all, it has proven to help the most unfortunate individuals.  

 

INSULIN AFFORDABILITY PROGRAMS IN THE UNITED STATES 

To alleviate the issues of high insulin prices within the United States, insulin 

manufacturers have released programs of affordability. Eli Lilly has rolled out their Lilly Insulin 

Value Program. This program is designed to offer insulin at prices as low as $35 a month. It 

promises that the savings will cover most, if not all of their insulin products (Insulin 
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Affordability, 2020). The person can be insured commercially, without insurance or with partial 

insurance plans. However, there are a few drawbacks. Certain insurance plans will not allow for 

the $35 per month insulin coverage. These plans such as Medicare, Medicaid, or any state that 

has medical assistance programs cancels the individual’s ability to apply for the program. While 

this makes it very difficult to achieve, there are a certain percentage of people that still qualify 

and can access this if needed. The goal of Eli Lilly’s program is to maintain loyalty to its 

consumers and to provide safe healthcare measures at the most affordable prices (Insulin 

Affordability, 2020).  

Novo Nordisk has also followed through with an accessible healthcare plan. In January of 

2020, the company expanded its affordability options to the United States. The plan implemented 

allows all patients to purchase up to three vials or two packs of insulin pens for $99 (Novo 

Nordisk, 2020). In addition, Novo Nordisk offers a one-time immediate supply for patients in 

dire need of insulin. The company states “we also know that there may be instances when people 

are struggling and need insulin immediately because they might be at risk of rationing” (Novo 

Nordisk, 2020). If patients are in urgent need of insulin, they can call 1.844.668.6463 to receive 

their immediate supply (Novo Nordisk, 2020). Patients must have a prescription but will not be 

charged for the one-time immediate relief. This plan is so that the patient can receive insulin and 

not have to ration their medication until they make ends meet. This program also provides extra 

time for the patient to seek additional assistance in receiving medical supply coverage. However, 

there are a few drawbacks. To be eligible for Novo Nordisk’s affordability plan, you must be a 

United States citizen, at or below 400% poverty level and cannot qualify for any federal, state or 

local program such as Medicare or Medicaid (Novo Nordisk, 2020). 
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Sanofi along with Eli Lilly and Novo Nordisk offers an affordability program called Valyou, a 

savings program adaptable to individual medication needs. This program exhibits a $99 per 

month fee that provides insulin tailored to individual needs. For example, one can pay the $99 

fee and receive three vials of 10 mL insulin, another could receive two packs of insulin pens and 

the third could receive one vial and three packs of pens. In either scenario the $99 fee would 

cover insulin that is designed to fit the needs of the individual. However, there are restrictions to 

be followed with the program. Certain brands are excluded and offers are not valid under private 

insurance, Medicare, Medicaid and similar federal or state programs (Insulin Valyou Program, 

2020).  

In addition, Sanofi offers helpful resources via their website for patients to reference 

(Teaming Up for Diabetes, 2020). The website teamingupfordiabetes.com provides information 

and external links for patients in order for them to seek medical care assistance, research new 

and updated information and provide access to necessary medical care (Teaming Up for 

Diabetes, 2020). Another program that the company oversees is the Patient Assistance 

Connection. The connection program allows patients within the United States that fall under the 

poverty line to receive financial assistance on their insulin and medical supply needs. Eligibility 

requirements include that you must reside in the United States, be without insurance and less 

than 400% below the Federal Poverty Level. After filling out a form, the company will assess 

and if approved, will supply insulin and other medications at no cost (Patient Assistance 

Connection, 2020). This is done through the Sanofi Cares North America and the Sanofi Patient 

Connection program, very similar to Eli Lilly and Novo Nordisk’s patient assistance programs 

providing insulin at little to no cost.  
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Individual State Regulations 

Many states have also pushed for price caps and can currently be seen in the state of 

Colorado, Illinois, Maine, New Mexico, New York, Utah, Washington and West Virginia 

(Insulin Copay Caps, 2020). These seven states have taken the lead and will continue to seek the 

justice needed on capping such high prices in the United States. Figure V. conveys the state’s 

new bill, the cost associated with item purchased and date of effectiveness. Currently, there are 

no other states that have capped insulin prices, but Virginia is next on the list to make changes 

with its insulin copayments. According to the American Diabetes Association (ADA), in the 

state of Virginia, ADA-supported legislation capping insulin copayments also passed the 

legislature and is awaiting gubernatorial action (Insulin Copay Caps, 2020). 

 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the rise of insulin prices directly affects thousands of Americans each year. 

This study provides evidence that there is a locational impact that directly inhibits pricing on 

required pharmaceuticals. It is clear to see in figure Q that there is substantial price 

differentiation between each biopharmaceutical company and within each location. Specifically, 

the United States elects higher prices in comparison to Canada and Mexico. While there is 

substantial evidence that location plays a role in pricing, policymakers still deter the acceptance 

of lowering the prices of insulin in the United States.  

Currently, there are a few remediation measures that have been established in order to 

support individuals financially when purchasing their insulin in the United States. Specifically, 

insulin affordability programs such as Eli Lilly’s Insulin Value Program, Novo Nordisk’s 

affordability plan and Sanofi’s Valyou program provide insulin at a lower cost for individuals 
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that lack the medical coverage needed to purchase their insulin at a lower cost. Additionally, 

seven states currently cap insulin prices at a lower cost in order to provide more affordable 

insulin.  

It is important to recognize the need for lower insulin prices as over 34.2 million 

Americans have a form of diabetes (Statistics About Diabetes, 2018). Insulin, a required 

medication for individuals with diabetes has seen an exponential increase in prices over the last 

decade. While the prices continue to skyrocket, many seek cheaper alternatives from Canada and 

Mexico. Although there are pharmaceutical regulation differences based upon location, there is 

hope for a cure so that the expensive, required insulin will not be needed anymore.  
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Figure C. Proinsulin 
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Figure E. The Insulin Process 
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Figure G. Eli Lilly – United States 
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Figure H. Eli Lilly - Canada 
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Figure I. Eli Lilly – Mexico  
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Figure J. Novo Nordisk – United States 
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Figure K. Novo Nordisk – Canada  
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Figure L. Novo Nordisk – Mexico  
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Figure. M. Sanofi – United States 
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Figure P. Sample Table of Patients Rationing Insulin in the United States 
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Figure Q. Overview of Supply Chain 
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Figure R. Statistical Data of Insulin Comparing the United States, Canada and Mexico 
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Figure T. Average Diabetes Supply Cost 
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Glossary 

Beta Cells: cells that secrete insulin from the pancreas. They are found within a cluster of cells 

called islet cells (Beta Cells, 2020).  

C-Peptide: C-Peptide is a connecting strand of proinsulin and byproduct of insulin production. It 

is a measure of pancreatic beta cell production and can aid in determining whether the pancreas 

is secreting the amount of insulin needed for a healthy lifestyle (Leighton et al., 2017). C-Peptide 

also helps to prevent neuropathy, kidney disease, blindness and other conditions (Beta Cells, 

2020).  

CPE: Stands for carboxypeptidase enzyme that acts as a catalyst to split the insulin DNA 

sequence (Liew et al., 2014). 

DKA: Diabetic Ketoacidosis. See Ketoacidosis.  

FDA: Food and Drug Administration. The FDA monitors all food and drug related products in 

the United States (Commissioner, 2020). 

Insulin: a hormone produced by the pancreas. Needed to control blood sugar levels in the body.  

Islet Cells: Islet cells are a group of cells in the pancreas also called the islets of Langerhans. 

Islet cells contain many types of cells including beta cells that help produce the hormone insulin 

(Pancreatic Islet Transplantation, 2018).  

Ketoacidosis: DKA is a severe medical condition when the body burns fat instead of glucose for 

energy (DKA, 2020). 

PC1: PC1 is a proprotein convertase – enzymes that cut the sequence in order to reconfigure 

proinsulin into the insulin mixture excreted by the pancreas.  

PC2: see PC1. PC2 is a similar convertase enzyme that splits the proinsulin molecule. 
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Type 1 diabetes: Type one diabetes is an autoimmune disease by which the immune system 

targets and attacks the beta cells stopping the production of insulin (Type 1 Overview, 2020). 

Type 2 diabetes: Type two diabetes results in insulin resistance. The body still produces beta 

cells but not enough to control blood sugar levels (Type 2 Diabetes, 2019). 

WHO: The World Health Organization works to promote worldwide health, keep the world safe 

and to serve the vulnerable (World Health Organization, 2020). 

 

 

 


